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Octoh~r

Fall enrollment high

Happenings
.

1.''

Thursday, October 18
Blood drawing, SUB Ballroom, 11 a.m.-3 p.m.'
ASC Movie Turning point, SUB Theatre, 3, 7, 9:30 p.m.
· Blewett Pass Cookout, 5 p.m.-7:30 p.m.
Chess Club, 6:30. p.m.-10 p.m.
·Campus Crusade for Christ, Language and Literature Lounge,
30-8:30 p.m.
·
Business and Econimics Club, SUB 204, 205, 7~8 p.m.
Philosophy club, SUB 210.
Square Cats, .SUB Ballroom, 7-8:30 p.m.
Central Christian Fellowship, SUB 204, 205, 9-ll p.m.
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Contr11:ry to old rumors that
decreasing enrollment would
cause Central to soon bite the
dust, the number of students has
increased this fall according to Lou
Bovos, registrar.
It is not known exactly how
much enrollment has increased,
but according to Bovos, the figures
should be available soon.
Some of the effects of the
increase have been felt in the area
of housing. At the beginning of fall
quarter, Muzzall Hall was filled to
capacity and approximately six
more students were housed ' in
Courson. These buildings are part
of Central's conference center and
are not usually used for housing
students.
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Friday, October ·19
Kids' Night Out, Grupe Conference Center, 5:80 p.m.-10 p.m.
Crisis Line Training, Michaelsen 126, 6:45-10 p.m.
Barto Hall Disco Destruction Dance, 9 p.mA a.m.
Women's volleyball, Interstate League Tournament (Western
Washington), in Bellingham.
Women's field hockey at Boise State U~iversity.

Soon after the quarter began,
housing was able to move all the
students out of Courson, and place
a few who were living in Muzzall in
the residence halls, but according
to Jim Hollister, director of
housing, there are still over 200
students living in Muzzall.
Hollister commented that the
number of students in residential
living is definitely up more than
total enrollment, probably due to
the fact that many upperclassmen
decided to stay on campus this
year as opposed to moving off.
Hollister also reported that
Central's 497 off-campus . apartments were full.
.
·Hollister said that since the
conference center was committed
for conferences beginning winter
quarter, all the students now in
Muzzall will have to be placed into
dorms somewhere on campus
before that time.
According to past records, many
of the students who drop out of
school-do so after the first quarter,
and although Hollister has no way

of predicting what this number
may be, he is speculating that
there won't be any major problems
~moving everyone out of Muzzall.
Also showing an increase is the
financial aid department. According to John Liboky, director of
financial aid, part of the increase is
due to inflation 3nd also because of
the new Middle Income additions
which made it possible for more
people to be eligible for financial
aid.
Acording to Liboky, there was a
15 to 20 percent increase in those
students who were eligible for
awards of aid. _
Liboky commented that he had
no way of knowing whether or not
the increased aid was directly
responsible for the enrollment
being up, but that it was . a
possibility.
·
Other · univeristies · around the
state also appear to be . up in
enrollment and many are hoping
that this is setting a precedent for
years to come.

Kids take a ·night out

Saturday, October 20
I

Lake Chelan overnight trip sponsored by .Outdoor Programs.

I

Soccer at Northern Idaho College.
Cross country at Pacific Lutheran.
Volleyball at the Interstate League Tournament in Bellingham. .
Football , Eastern Oregon, here, 1 p.m.
Field hockey at the Boise State Invitational.
Water polo, University of Puget Sound, here.

"Our business is
9C?ing places"

I

Sunday, October 21

I

Central Christian Felowship, Grupe Conference Center, 10 a.m. Ii~
Classic Film Series, Gate of Hell, 7 p.m., Hertz Auditorium. :.!~
Soccer, at University of Idaho.
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Monday, October 22
Circle K meeting, SUB 200, 6 p.m.
Curbstone, SUB Pit at 12 noon.
Beta Sigma meeting for Bible study, Tom Willis' home, 7 p.m.
For information or directions, call 925-9211.

Tuesday~ October 23
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434 North Sprague
Ellensburg
Phone 925·-6961

"Kids Night Out" begins another year of activities this fall, joined
by a new program, "Weekends are
Made for Kids."
Both are
recreational/educational
programs designed exclusively for
children ages 5 through 10 years.
While providing a growing atniosp here for the children, the
programs are also intended to give
parents an opportunity for "time
off," to experience their own
personal leisure.
"Kids Night Out," coordinated

by Annie Kontos, is held every
Friday night from 6. to 9:30 p.m. in
the Grupe Conference Center on
the Central campus. · Pre-registration for each week must be made
in the SUB Games Room by 4 p.m.
on Thursday.
Each program is staffed with
several Central students who are
qualified to professionally supervise activities such as games,
crafts, music, stories, cr_eative
dramatics, field trips, and special
events.

A YAMAHA REC.EIVER FOR FOLKS
WHO THOUGHT THEY. COULDN'T
AF-FORD A-YAMAHA RECEIVER

'

Mu Alpha Theta math club, lecture by Dr. William Eberly, 3:15
p.m., Lind 109.
Central Series, Herbert Bird violin, Rhoda Barber piano, Hertz,
8 p.m.
'
Alan:A Tribute to Elvis Bi,t Capitol Theatre, Yakima. 7 p.m.,
tickets, information, phone 575-6264.
American S<;>ciety of Safety Engineers meeting, Hogue 211,
Monday-Friday; 6:30 p.m.
Seminar on Campus Relations, Beta Sigma Club, SUB Taneum
. room, noon.

YAMAHA CR-220

Wednesday, October 24

W• have more people mkfng for Yamaha than any other product we
sell. And no wonder, considering the looks, feel, ·specifications, and
above all the sound cf Yamaha components.
The Yamaha CR ·220 Is probably our most popular receiver. It
combln• all the technical wizardry Yamaha Is famous for and at $235.00
Is an excellent value.
But now, In coop«atlon with Yamaha, we are offering the CR·220 cit
an unbelleveably low $195.00. S Ince we-don't have• unllmlted number,
you'd better come In now, because th-r won't lmt long.

Independent Filmmakers' workshop, Ellensburg Public Library,
· 7:30-10 p.m. Showing by Penny Allen.
Papa John's Coffee House, open mike entertainment. SUB Pit, 8
p.m.
.
Leonardo da Vinci lecture series, Black Hall 103, 8:30 p.m. This
week: Aesthetic Aspects of Leonardo's work.

Also... .

Our Regular Price

Little River Band with Jim Messina, Seattle Center Arena,
·Tuesday, Oct. 30, 8 'p.m.
t=·.

$235° 0 "·

Paintings. week arrangements and pottery on display at the •···.
Community Gallery, 408 112 N. Pearl. Through Oct. 27, noon to 5 I
p.m., Tuesday through Saturday.

1

Ski swap and sale spo\).sored by Mission Ridge Foundation.
Nov. 1, noon to 8 p.m. and
;,],.· Nov. 2, 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Wenatchee Valley Mall, East Wenatchee.
· .: Sale will be Friday, Nov. 2 4-9 p.m. and Saturday, Nov. 3, 10 a.m.-4
p.m. Admission by $.50 donation. For local information, call
963-3595 or (509) 663-5548. in Wenatchee.

j Accepting used equipment for sale.

I
I
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On Sale Now! !
$195° 0

Quantities Limited

9YAMAHA
STORE HOl'RS:
IO:>W - - ;)::w
tl'lost•d ~unday)
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Self-Help conference scheduled;
by Judy Knutson

A conference on reproductive
rights sponsored by the Yakima
Self-Help Organization will be held
here Nov. 3 and 4. The goal of the
conference is to provide a forum
for concerned persons to confront
the issue of reproductive rights.
Objectives are to demystify
abortion, increase awareness of
the women's health - care moyement, and to increase awareness of
the political, legal and legislative
framework of this issue on the
local, state, national and international levels.

The Yakima Self-Help Organization originated in 1974 and its
members have worked toward
promoting education and awareness for women through Self-Help
clinics and by working within the
community, i.e., schools, women's
groups, friends, and organizations.
One speaker at the conference
will be Ruth Coffin, lobbyist for
Washington Citizens for Abortion
Rights, who will address Washington State political and legislative
activity. Also speaking will be
Christine Pratt-Marson, a single
parent who has worked as an
advocate for low-income families
and is co-chairperson of the NOW

Woll ne_yv ~Campus
Crusade director
by Chris Mundahl

The Campus Crusade for Christ
at Central has a new campus
director, John Wall.
Wall is
replacing Don Caughey who
resigned last.·spring for a position
at Stanford University, California.
Prior to coming to Central, Wall
had been on the staff at the
University of Northern Colorado
for four years.
Born in Bakersfield, Calif., Wall
attended the Bakersfield. Junior
College. He graduated from the
California Polytechnical University at San Luis Obispo. He ran
track while there anti majored in
.physical fitness.
Commenting about his first
impressions of Ellensburg, Wall

said, "When I first came over, I
though it was great.
It was
something like my own hometown,
a farming community. It is smaller
than what I am used to, -but
everywhere I go I seem to make
friends."
Looking to thefuture, Wall said,
"It . is my desire to see the
Christian ~tudents on this campus
reaching out in love to those who
are around them. To share the
good news that God loves them
and forgives them for turning
away from Him."
Wall sees his responsibility in
two ways-in an advisory capacity
for .students who will be taking on
future leadership responsibilities
with Crusade, and in a leadership
capacity for those who won't.

Women In Poverty Task Force.
She will speak on welfare- and
reproductive rights of economically disadvantaged women.
Margo ·Logan of the Yakima
Self-Help Organization will present a workshop on .the women's
health care movement and will
show a video tape of a first
trimester abortion. A colleague,
Beverly Whipple, also of Yakima,
will speak on populatfon control

and the effects of national and
international policy on the lives of
women.
Co-founder ~f the Self-Help
movement, Lorraine Rothman,
who also founded the Feminist
Women's Health Center in Santa
Ana, California, will conduct a
workshop on the development of
"menstrual extraction."
Debra Lazaldi, a 1979 Central
graduate with a degree in political

scienee, will speak on the national
political and legal framework of
the abortion issue.
Lazaldi
transferred to Central from
California where she was associated
with the Feminist
Women's Health Center in Santa
Ana.
Lazaldi has just returned from a
tour through Washington and
Idaho to promote interest in the
Pro-Choice Conference.

·~
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New
Store

Hours
Due to popular demand The University Store
is changing its operating hours {again). From
now on we'll be open until 5;00 p.m. during
the week to better serve you.
Store
Hours:

8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Monday-Friday
12 noon - 5 p.m. Saturdays

THE ASSO,_CIATED STUDENTS OF CENTRAL .&
KCAT FM 91 PRESENT:
The first concert o·f 1979,
The last mvsical event i_n McConnell Auditorium until 1981
from Seattle

THESKYBOYS
ON STAGE
SPECIAL GUESTS, ELLENSBURG'S F-A VOR·ITES

LUCKY-PIERRE
-ro.s·eE RISING STARS OF

THE HIGHESTORDER

THIS COMING TUESDAY,

OCTOBER 23rd EIGHT PM

IN MCCONNELL AUDITORIUM
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE SUB INFO
BOOTH AND STE RE OCR AFT
STU DE NT ADVANCE $1.75
ADVANCE GE NE RAL $2.00
STUDENT-DAY OF SHOW $2.50
GE NE RAL-DAY OF SHOW $3.00

_., .,. ;,._ __,__J
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Living with the enemy
by Eric Gleason
In the first part of my article
last week, dealing with inflation, I
discussed what inflation is, its
visual effects on the economy, and
a·few of the causes of inflation. I
also discµgsed how inflation has
effected us as students. Now, I
would like to tvn my attention to
some events ot' the past.
It seems th"!t whenever the US
is involved in a war, consumer
prices automatically soar. The
reasoning behind this is that
resources and energy needed to
produce consumer goods and
services are transferred to the
production of war materials. This
was seen in the sixties as Amerjca
became more involved in the war
in Vietnam.
As the " war ended, the first ·
thought on the minds of returning
soldiers was to look for a job. The
industries producing war mat- .
erials had all but closed down and

the American economy was
flooded with unemployed people.
The country needed to turn
production back to consumer
goods and services, reduce the
level of unemployment, and reduce
!nterest rates so banks could make
oans more available to both the
oublic and business.
In the first year of his
administration, President Nixon
announced that he was interested
in balancing the nation's budget.
To achieve this goal, he would cut
federal spending and ask the
Federal Reserve Board to force up
the interest rates. It was hoped
that this would reduce the money
supply.
Nixon faced many .
problems as his plans went into
effect.
First, the country was slowly
slipping into a recession as the
level of unemployment increased.
Prices on consumer goods were

continuing to rise and the problem
was to grow worse with increasing
deficits in the balance of trade
' with other nations.
With the
failure of price and wage controls
it was obvious to the public that
Nixon's policies were not slowing
down the rate of inflation but were
complicating the problem.
When Gerald Ford became
President, he pursued the sam~
lines as Nixon. Ford was either
waiting for the problem to correct
itself or hope that his economic
advisors would come up with some
answers.
Many government
officials criticized Ford for having
no background in economics and
not acting quick enough.
New hope sparkled in America
with the election of Jimmy Carter ..
President Carter first opposed
wage and price controls. Instead,
he felt that voluntary guidelines
were the best means of dealing

entral caste party
by Dave Coles

with inflation. Workers expressed
their opposition to this as they
continued to gain higher wages
a_nd better benefits. Businesses
acted 1n'uch the same way and its
no wonder, since they're in
bus_iness to niake a profit. So, very
few, if any, followed the guidelines
and today they have been all but
forgotten.
President Carter also stated
that he would cut defense
spending by several million dollars. During the last few years,
the US has stepped up its support
for the NATO countries anq to
Third World nations trying to
develop their own armies. Then,
with the introduction of the
Army's new M-60 tank, the Air
Force's F-111, and the MX missile,

our own defense budget has
steadily increased; ·
So what causes inflation? It's
obvious we could point the finger.
at any number of reasons. Consumers are struggling to stay_
ahead of inflation and many have
given up as they accept present
conditions. Increases in t he prices
of oil and other sources of energy
have not convinced the American
people or businesses to conserve
or seek other sources of energy.
Instead, we absorb the higher
cost of production in the form of
higher prices at the store. Businesses raise prices and rake in
the increasing profits. The fact is
that inflation has surrounded us
for so long, the public has seemed
to learn to live with it.

A ·sporting • •
proposition

•

by Ted Anderson
Why are students considered to logical or rational reasons why his register first.
It's that time of year again. The animal. Once this deadly game of
To pass the humanity trial, a
be in a category that . is regarded way was not the waste of time I
leaves will fall, the World Series hide-and-go-seek has come to its
as· somewhat less than·· human?
saw it to be. I am not doubting his qualifying run for the rat race, the will be decided, the temperatures inevitable conclusion, the en.Tnere are little physical dif- knowledge or scholarship, only his student must obtain 180 credits of summer will decline, and the counter quickly becomes no-conattached to his IBM number. In deer and fowl of our fair state will test.
fetences, beyond age, between wisdom.
the process he must fill out a ·
students and ·other members of ·
again realize it's time to run for
Then there is the college, oops, 1 minimum number of forms (16,523 their lives.
society. Yet I get the distinct
These Men, who brave the
I
believe).
Then
he
must
travel
impression that I am considere~ to mean university policy that any
trappings
of the wilderness, level
· Hunters from throughout Washbe of a lower order when I talk to student under 21 or junior status the straight and narrow path of ington have begun to trample the their high powered, telescopic,
must reside in campus residence somebody's idea of "education".
~ome professors on this campus.
woods in search of anything with semi-automatic rifles at their
halls (dorms) until they have 90 After he finishes, if he does not feathers or four hooves.
"game" and quickly drive bullets
One of thein told me that "his" credits or are officially declared drop . out to become human by
The thrill of the hunt and the through their hearts. This may all
opinions on how I learn were more human enough to buy and drink finding a job, he is handed a anticipation of the kill is what be done from an impersonal
valuable than mine because he had alcoholic beverages. People in this degree and, with a shake of the drives these normally good- distance of up to 300 yards, which
been in "education" longer than I · state do not become fully human hand and a pat on the back, he is natured people into the woods to , saves the hunter from the brutal
h'!:d been around. (I was tempted until their 21st birthday. In the thrust into the not quite ready and kill our unsuspecting wildlife.
sight of the final gasps ; and
tO: say that his instruction did case of the residence hall policy, waiting world. I wonder.how well
These hunters call themselves writhings of the life he has just
reflect an earlier age, that of the freshmen and sophomores are only his education will have prepared sportsmen. They call their prey spe~.
.
·
Paleozoic). He could not demon- half sub-human, with the ex- him for what follows after his
To justify this ritual of manligame. But these men are not
strate to my satisfaction, any ception that freshmen get to graduation.
sportsmen and their prey are ness in the name of sport can come
certainly not game for what's in only from a misunderstanding of
the meaning of the word.
store for them.
To some this is sport. To some
The only sport involved in
shooting a deer or bird is this may seem recreational. But to
Writers:
Editor:
contained in the search- for that some this can only seem maniacal.
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~ How s your supplies for class?~
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RE MEMBER DISCOUNTS ON OUR LOW PR .I CES,
PLUS $.80FOR B/W FILM
BRANDS:
ILLFORD,KODAK,AGFA, YANKEE,
PATERSON

We are in busine_ss
to serve you.

"' l•'1"?,~.\~1:.~l.;1~e~'

Limit 1

L1m1tl8

COUPON MUST ACCOMPU! ORDER

~

420 N. Pine 925-4606
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Central author to present series
According to David . Lygre,
professor of biochemistry here at
Central, the percentage of people
who have heard of the "test tube"
baby is comparable to the
percentage of those who know the
name of the president of the
United States.
Lygre, who is the author of the
book Life Manipulation: From
Test Tube Babies to Aging, is
presenting a three month lecture
series in Ellensburg based on one
portion in the book dealing with
alternative methods of production.
"The ethical ramifications of the
whole new range of life manipulative techniques,'' stated Lygre,
"will force people to think
carefully about their use now and
in the future."
In regard to "test tube fertiliza1
tion," the usual cu~tom of working
· out all the difficulties of an
experiment on laboratory animals
was not done beforehand. From
' theory, it progressed to practice.

Initially, the process of implant- in court.
In addition, women with intering the fertilized egg in the uterus
was done four or five days after nal problems such as blocked
the fertilization process took place. tubes, which keep an egg ready for
Now, it is implanted after two and fertilization from reaching the
one-half days. "This stage of the uterus, can have the egg extracted
process is as much art as it is from their ovaries through the
science," Lygre said.
naval and then reinserted in the
There are advantages to this uterus after in vitro fertilization.
technique which is called "in vitro"
Oppone~ts of the technique say
fertilization or fertilization outside the risk factor is unknown. Many
. the body. Those prospective people take chances without
mothers with genetically inherited knowing the pros and cons.
diseases can use another woman's
~.The religious objection is that
egg. Also, there are no restrictions in vitro fertilization is against the
as to the sperm donor or the basic belief that God has a plan for
carrying woman.
. man's proliferation involving marA legal problem is involved riage, intercourse, and reproduchere. The surrogate mQther is not tion.
legally the genetic parent as she
There is. a fear that it might
would be in the case of artificial depersonalize reproduction, turninsemination, but as the bearer of ing people into objects.
the child, she has the rights of a
"There is certainly some danger
natural mother. Even in a case that it will be misused/' said
where a contract is drawn up Lygre , "but it doesn't have to be.
saying that the baby belongs to These are tools that can... enhance
someone else, it woUidn't hold up humanity."
The U.S. Ethics Advisory
C~uncil, which banned researdi on
invitro fertilization in 1975, recently lifted that ban. Experiments are
now acceptable if the embryos will
their work. Interested students not be alive more than 14 days if
should contact Professor Warren not implanted. It is also required
that the man and woman involved
in the history department.
be husband and wife.

New office rs elected
New officers for the Tau-Iota
Chapter of Phi Alpha Theta (the
national history honorary) have
recently been elected. They are
President Kelly Sutherland, Vicepresident Gayle Notenboom, Sec- I
I
r1Jtary-Treasurer "Elizabeth
I
McClurg, and Historian Dan I
Zimmerman. The chapter returns I
fresh from its success at the I
regional Phi .Alpha Theta conven- II ·
tion held last spring at Idaho State ·. 1University where Derek Rieksts
tied for third place in the
undergraduate competition with
his paper entitled, "Rainbow of
Death: Defoliation in Vietnam,
1961-1970."
Ken Munsell and Monica Liang
both won honorable mentions in
the graduate category for their
papers entitled respectively "Remember Central Washington", "A
College Goes to War" and "G.I.
Joe to College Joe: The Veterans
Return to Central Washington
College of Education, 1945-1949." .
Phi Alpha Theta is open to all
students, regardless of major, who
have a 3.1 GPA in 12 or more
hours of history and 3.0 GP A in
two-thirds of the remainder of

•·----------------------------------------------------------------~-------~---------
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Sto t~ating
your eet like dOgs.

Feet are human, too. And therefore have
an inalienable right to a pair of good, comfortable shoes~
Like the one you see below.
· · It's a Rockport. And it knows how to treat men's
and women's feet with respect.
Take the inside·for example. With most shoes, the
inside is just the other side of the outside. We consider that
callous treatment. And so do feet. ·
So we put a foam cushion insole inside. And a full
leather lining. One that's been specially tanned to make
it soft and comfy.
·
· Some companies think we're foolish to work ~o hard
on part of a shoe yout never pay much attention to. .,
Frankly, we don't care
what they think. We only
care how your feet
feel about it.

649-3155

FRI-SAT-SUN
Oct. 19, 20, 21
7:00 & 9:00

THURSDAY NIGHT
CLASSIC SERIES
7:00 only

LAWRENCE OF ARABIA
Starring: Peter O'Toole
Omar Sharif Alec Guinnes~
Multiple Academy
Awar~ Winner

f

directed by Phillipe de Broea ·.
A perennial comedy favorite

starring Alan Bates ·as an Engliah

Feethavef~fu [.Rockporf j

soldier who stumbles upon a
Freneh town wasted by batde and

' inhabited soley by the inmates of
the leeal in&aDe asylum.

·

For your nearest dealer, write Rockport Company, Marlboro, MA 01752.

I
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~tastny."c,la ims, ~S,~ud~nt · . S,f?J~:~.: '·;
by John A. Lupo
The appeal hearing of tenured
professor Charles Stastny continued last week after five days of
recess. Stastny maintains that the .
motives for the administration's.
seeking his dismissal are "personal
and vindictive" and testified that
in one instance he was the victim
·
of "student spies."

budget problems. The cut would
be from seven faculty members to
four.

though that .h e had informed the
class before ~and.

that according to the. faculty code,
permission for leave· is not t_o be.
withheld.if the classes are proven
to be.. covered. He ·said that the
motives for cancelling the leave
were "persopal." Clarke stated
that the reasons the dean gave in
his letters to Stastny were hi~
uncertainty of when he (Stastny)
would return, and past incidents.

; ::

Wenatchee had complained. He
had '?Ile complaint, in writing, with
·him. ::''
·
Jacob's· said that Stastny was a
poor_teacher .. When asked if he
thought Stastny should be dismis-_
sed he answered, "Yes."

These instances of lateness were
brought to the attention . of the
political science department by
alleged complaints from students.
Subsequently a student and the
class coordinator were "directed"
In his testimony, Professor
t.o document the latenesses.
Elwyn Odell said that the political
"The idea of recruiting students
science department was small and
to spy on a professor, without even
had a "morale" problem. He said
"I can't see how Dean Williams also that "Stastny had a one way
talking to him, is absolutely
The formal _h earing has been
reprehensible" at a university, didn't know when I would return," view of collegiality," in that he
going on sporadically for four
.weeks now. It is being held on The proposal was rejected. The Stastny said about the secretive said Stastny. "It was ir. my expected the department to adjust
vote took place in spite of the fact documentation of his arrivals tC: request."
campus in Bouillon Hall.
to his requests. Odell described.
The Central administration is that the RIF threat to the depart- class.
.the relationship between Stastny
After
being
invited
to
Israel
to
In its case, the administration is
attempting to dismiss the political ment was removed. Stastny was
lecture and participate in ·other and department chairman Yee as
science professor on charges of one of the three selected for claiming a pattern of lateness and _professional activity, Stastny re- "tense," but as far as he eould see,
insubordination, violation of uni- dismissal. "It s·h attered the absenteeism in Stastny's ~ork quested to miss six days of winter Stastny had been treated fairly.
versity rules, and gross miscon- department," Stastny said, and history here at Central. Under quarter; two registration days and When questioned by Clarke on the
duct. These charges are based on caused an "every man for himself cross examination by the assistant four class days. Department matter of Stastny's Israel leave
an incident that occiirred January attitude." Following the incident district attorney, Owen Clarke, chairman Robert Yee approved request, Odell said that he thought
1979 in which Stastny, having Stastny said that he withdrew who is representing the admin- only four of those days. "In very Dean Williams acted fairly and
taken an unauthorized leave to from departmental matters and istration, Stastny said that he narrow terms," Stastny said, "it that the request was "just too
Israel, returned late for the winter plunged into his own activities; hasn't returned late from leave came down to two days of classes." much to ask." · It was Odell's
writings and research on the since 1974. He had been lecturing
quarter.
He then pointed out that through opinion that Stastny's dismissal
political cultures and organizations in Mexico City and was bumped
the
entire dispute, . there was no was justified.
Professor Stastny has taught at within penal institutions. "I felt from his flight back at the last
Stastny's attorney, Harvey
discussion, . just letters back and
Cenral for nearly 15 years and has like the odd man out, if not the· munute.
Chamberlin, chose not to cross
forth.
When
asked
why
there
was
The incident that led to this
been tenured the majority of that scapegoat," for RIF, he said.
examine Odell, saying, "My client
The questioning by Chamberlin, hearing, termed as the straw that · no discussion, Stastny said that informed me that you are a decent
time.
relationships
had
deteriorated
to
The appeal is being made before in an attempt to refute the broke the camel's back by both
and honorable man."
Wade Gano, a Yakima attorney.
administration's charges of late- parties in the case, occurred the point where they couldn't
Professor Thomas Kerr, also
discuss
the
matter.
The schedules of Gano and ness, absenteeism and irrespon- during the Christmas recess last
attested to the smallness of the
Stastny's attorney, Harvey · sibility, covered nearly all the · year. Stastny requested leave to
Stastny went on to say that political science department and
go to Israel. He argued with his when he was censured in 1976 for said that "careful, planning was
Chamberlin of Seattle, are making incidents in which it is alleged.
it - difficult for the- hearing to About his alleged latenesses while department chairman over the day the incidents that took place at Ft. necessary" in making the program
teaching at Ft. Lewis, which he was to return.
Burton Lewis, it was agreed at that time work. Kerr testified that Stastny
proceed on·: a F~gµlar ,basis.
resulted in censure in 1976, Williams, dean of .the social and that it would be forgotten.
was constantlv reauestinR' leave
Stastny himself was on the Stastny said that he was late two behavioral sciences intervened Referring to the use of that and absences. "It's debilitating,"
stand the majority of last week's or thi:ee. tfmes and by no mor~ .. and he subsequently cancelled the censure as evidence against him he said, "for those of us trying -to
one and one half ~· days :.of-·~- uriil two or · three minutes. He .,. leave altogether. Stastny said and as criterion for the cancelling keep the program on an even
proceedingS". · While being "' ques- also said that the first session ,. that Dean Williams gave no of his leave, Stastny said that. keel." Kerr too, said that he had
tioned by his lawyer, Stastny started late because "registration reasons for cancelling his leave to leave requests should be judged on not observed differential treattestified that his troubles with the and book buying was taking __Israel.
the merit of their legitimate ment by Yee of Stastny.
Central administration emerged in place." - Another .class . s_tarted -a: "Is it that. Dean Williams didn't professional activity, nQt in the
"Stastny is a poor teacher and I
1973 when the political science quarter of .an hour l~.te, · · ~e give a:ny reasons," Clarke asked, context of the past.
would hesitate to advise students
department was threatened with a .. ~dfi!!Ue~-· .be~3u~e he was flying in "or is it that you didn't like the
Also, last week, professor to take his classes," said Kerr.
:OOductien').Hi·.f•ee~RlliI~~e ~; :.&Onr:..;;T-000nto- ., . , ,·stastny.-, ..stated
reasons he . gave?" Stastny said Robert Jacobs, chairman of the Kerr recalled two instances when
~
~:::. • ' "~·b.... _._..;~,: ___.,:"';'". ~- .,.;. .~,,,
- - ,,, ..
•
.
law and justice department, and Stastny showed no consideration
professors Elwyn Odell and for his colleagues. One was his
Thomas Kerr of the -political requesting leave that resulted in
,science dep.artment were brought bumping a colleague, causing her
in by the administration to testify. leave to be denied. The other was
· Jacob's testimony centered a- his refusal to cover a class for a
round Stastny's alleged latenesses · colleague even though he had the
while teaching at Ft. Lewis and time free.
In the closing minutes of his
Wenatchee. · Jacobs said that
Stastny drew complaints from testimony, Kerr said that he felt
"numerous" students as a result of dismissal was appropriate in this
latenesses at Ft. Lewis~ Jacobs case. "Over the many years of
said that he had asked the class these activities," he added, "I don't
coordinator to document Stastny's remember him ever sharing the
late arrivals, and had the report knowledge with the rest of the
with him. When asked if the department ."
The remainder of the hearing,
latenesses recorded were for
arrival time or the start of the expected to end this week, will be
class, Jacobs was unsure. He also taken up by Kerr's cross examinatestified that two students who tion and the calling of the
were in Stastny's class in administration's -last witnesses.
The department planned a vote
among its members to determine
who would be retained, and who
would not. Stastny, who was in
Montreal at the time on leave but
was contacted, said he was
opposed to the vote, and instead
proposed that the faculty members take a one third cut in salary.

PREMIERE _DESIGN

Contempora·ry Household Acc·e ssories
a~d -Bridal Registry
THE SHOW.PLACE

~HE C.UAIR <9FORU~I

Unfinished Furniture

Latest in hair and skin care

Stop in and see

Rock•rs, Bookcases

our specialists

~:--\U~~
tS
~

Oak- & Pine Bedroom Groups
Tom & Cathy Hamberg

LAFLEURS ON STAGE
ARTIFICIAL FERNS GREEN PLANTS
i

BASKETS AND WIND CHIMES

loooooooooooo

""*""

Barb Olson

Debi Staples
l isa Mushlitz

Patty Johnson

OPEN EVENINGS

925-6651
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'.Arm wrestling demonstration .

1

.

.

Students try the-i r -h ands

WORLD PROFESSIONAL-Left-hand champion Jerry Nelson
[center] recently refereed this match between former world
right-hand champion Nathan Hoffman [left] and student James
Walker [right].

For most people perhaps, the sport of arm wrestling conjures up
visions of dark, smokey barroom matches often ending in violence
initiated by the losing party.
Central students were treated to an unusual demonstration in
the SUB Pit last Thursday as two world-class competitors gave a
demonstration of the a.r t and science of arm wrestling.
wrestling.
Left-handed world lightweight champion Jerry Nelson and
former world amateur middleweight champion Nathan Huffman
appeared at Central and .invited an audience of about 200 peopl~ to
wrestle against them.
The challenge resulted in a loss each for the champions against
35 wins with a $10 prize going to each of the two students who beat
· them.
The two .wrestlers came to Ellensburg in order to generate local
interest in arm wrestling with hopes of promoting a local amateur
tournament. Nelson said the proposed tournament would include
four weight divisions with trophies for first· and second plac'e .
. Asked whether any of the challengers they wrestled at .Central
might be prospective world contenders Nelson said, "There were
several out there but it takes a lot of work. . There will be one or
two in that group that,. as soon as the next one (match) comes,
they'll be right there because they'll want another shot, and that's
the ones that, in time, will become very good because they won't ·
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photos

by
Steve
\

Noble

.

· The two Aberdeen, Washington-based wrestlers 'brought
impressive credentials with them to Central. Nelson, who is a
seven-year veteran in the sport, is the current world professional
lightweight left-handed champion and former 1978 world
right-handed champion. He also holds the Washington State
middleweight title, the Western Canadian and Canadian-American
lightweight titles and is the 1979 national left and right-hand
champion.
Huffman's arm wrestling credentials include an .incredible
comeback from a broken arm to win the National Arm Wrestling
Association world middleweight title in 1978. Huffman broke his
right arm three months after he began competing two years ago.
Fourteen months later, he won the world middleweight title.
Nelson noted that only two people have made successful
comebacks after breaking their arms while arm wrestling. He ·also
said that good arm wrestlers use a combination of strength and
technique to win and that broken arms occur very rarely in the
sport.
· "You've got to learn to use your strengths and develop
techniques to cover up for strengths that you lack in," said Nelson.
"A fellow that weighs 150 pounds can outdo a person that weighs
250 pounds because they have.learned different things that make
up for the weight differences."
Nelson claims that ·arm wrestling is one of the faste_s t growing
sports in America today and cit es the increase in the number of
wrestlers and spectators as evidence of the sport's growth.
He also said that the amount of prize money has greatly
increased. In fact he has taken .home first place purses of $1,000
and $1,2000 and says he makes about $4,000 a year on the_average . .
This fact moved one observer to note that the sport of ·arm
wrestling has come a long ways from those days of dark, smokey ·
and often violent barroom bouts.
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Arts and Entertaininent
Among otlier things

- I

during appropriate moments."
What brings Rocky Horror fans
It isn't unusual to hear fans back to the· movie again and again
Wherever The Rocky Horror shout stage directions and retorts is really a matter of speculation.
Picture Show goes, an entourage at · the actors on the screen.
Myers feels the reason is because
of fans in drag is sure to follow. On During a rain scene, Rocky Horror "it's such an obscure film. It's not
October 25, the SUB theatre will fanatics cover their heads with really well done technically,"
be turned over to those fans when newspapers and squirt each other Myers ventured, "but there is a
the ASC presents the rock with water guns.
mystique about it for people who
'l'o Gene Myers, Central's ASC see it for the first time. People
musical-horror spoof.
·
film coordinator, cleaning up after who have seen it a lot of times
The Rocky Horror Picture Show the cultists is a small price to pay know the dialogue and can
has attracted a group of fans who for the success the film garners at participate in the movie, which is
are as much a part of the movie as the campus box office. Last year it really nice to have."
the characters on the screen. In was one of the biggest money
fact, they literally stage their own makers for the campus film series
The plot revolves _ around a
show right in the theatre aisles.
and Myers expects it will be one mad transvestite scientist, Dr.
Women dressed in executioner this year as well.
Frank N. Furter (Tim Curry) and
outfits and men sporting garter
Nationally, the 1975 movie has his attempts to corrupt an
belts and high heelS carry "props grossed over $4 million and the innocent young couple (Susan
like rice, toast and toilet paper soundtrack has sold nearly 400,000 Sarandon and Barry Bostwick).
which they pelt at the screen copies.
Also on hand are a hunchback, Riff
Raff, and a bronzed, Adonis-like
monster, Rocky Horror.
Although last year's campus
audience was generally more
subdued than most Rocky Horror
audiences, Myers expects that the
hard-nosed fans will emerge and
the audience should be more lively
Live Music
Thurs~, Fri., Sat.
7:00 p.m.
during next week's showing.

a different
set of jaws.

~·
'
Students participate in 'Horror
by Jan Rich-.rds

-.-
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,THU~ .. NITE

T-Jay

............

FRI. Bruce Babbad Jazz Quintet

Greyhound's quick cure
for the book
blues.
The book blues. It's those sleepless
nights with visions of exams, pop tests
and required reading dancing through
your head . They just won't go away.
But you can . . . with Greyhound .
Take off this weekend, visit your
family, see your friends·... just get
out of town and leave the book
blues behind. It doesn't cost much
and it'll do you a world of good .
So, if you 've got the book blues, get
on a Greyhound and split. It's a q~ick cure
for what ails you.
To

Wolfered and Cordell quit the
Bards, asked Busby to be their
drummer and adopted the name
Lucky Pierre four years ago. The
three musicians said they were
tired of traveling to out-of-state
taverns, and wanted to settle in a
town in Washington and continue
the development of the band.

Seattle

One-Way
$7.80

Yakima

$3.15

$6.00

5 Daily Departures

Spokane

$12.00

$22.80

3 Daily Departures

Round-Trio
$14.85

5 Daily Departures

(Prices subject to change )

61-1RPIRO\~
925-9390

Annette Williams, agent

Okanogan Street

925-077

GO GREYHOUND
wi.eyou
-theM.

Ninety percent of their jobs are
booked through one of t~e three
band members.
They have
worked their way to the point
where they can be reasonably
choosy with the jobs they accept
and no longer have to leave
Washington.
Lucky Pierre's
members consider themselves
successful in that respect.
As for the near future, Lucky
Pierre just wants to live in this
area, "keep music up to par" and
bring the new album out to its
fullest potential, before working
on the next one. Wolfered said _
that they are "realistic ·of what
they are and where they're going."
"If you don't kid yourself," he
explained, "you're not set up for
possible disappointment later."
Lucky Pierre's next appearance
will be at McConnell auditorium
October 23 at 8 p.m. with Skyboys,
a band from Seattle.

"In The Plaza"· 925-9390

BORED?Try our games-strategy, war,
and fun games
ENERGETIC? Danskin and Capezio
Dancewear
INVESTING? Buvin.g and selling coins
and supplies.
.
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Three groups offer films
by Jan Richards

Shop rents tents
Ever wonder where to get an ice
axe or ski racks or kayaks or back
packs or car racks or day packs;
canoes or snowshoes; nets or
badminton sets or hatchets or
cooksets or life vests or paddles or
yokes or tubes or tents or skillets
· or chests or mitts or bats or bases
or balls or buckets or boots;
sleeping bags, sleeping pads and
lots of other do-dads?
The Tent N' Tube has it all and
more available for rent at a
reasonable fee for the day, week,
or weekend. And according to
manager Bud Battles, the . equipment is for the whole community.
For those who wish to rent
equipment they know nothing
about, instruction is available.
Battles says they'll be having a
sale of some of the · equipment

soon-tents, backpacks, etc. -at a
reasonable cost. The idea is to
replenish the stock with the
newest and best equipment
· possible. According to Battles, the
sale will be at the end of October
or the first of November.
Battles says at least four events
are sch~duled through the Tent N'
·Tube this quarter. A hayride is
planned for sometime in November, and ski buss'e s will be going to
Alpeptal this season. The Tent N'
Tube, located in the SUB, also,sells
· sno-park permits. According to
Battles, it's the only place in
Ellensburg where these permits
are available. For more information, call 963-3537. For furth'ur
info. regarding Outdoor Programs
.contact Glenn Heisler, SUB 111,
963-2302.

Cabar~t no
A city ordinance requmng a
cabaret license is responsible for
cancelling a weekend of free
music.
The Outrageous Taco,
.... which sponsors Papa John's, was
told all private enterprises in town
must purchase such a license
c before allowing entertainment for
business purposes.
The OT told city officials that
their business and others having
free non-profit entertainment
should not be forced to- pay the
annual $150 for the cabaret
license.
According to an article . in last
week's CRIER, OT is providing a
stage to give musicians an
opportunity to develop as performers. ~s a result, .the 0!.
owners believe · enough m their
program to purehase · a cabaret
license and are confident of a
return for the effort put into the
progra~ in the future.
..
The city has not been sensitive,
says an OT ~pokesman. Apparently, the city approache? the
restaurant on the particular
weeke?d at the firs! of the month,
reportmg the reqmrement of the
license. Papa John's was already
scheduled, which pro~pted QT
r -0wners to sugge~t a ~aiver ~or t.he
weekend. The city reJected it with

picnic

Movie buffs will have plenty of
opportunities to view films around
the Central community this year.
In addition to the movies playing
at Ellensburg theatres, the Ellensburg Public Library and two
Central organizations are sponsoring film series.
At the library, th~ Friday Night
Fall Series will include Yellow
Submarine, the animated movie of
how the · Beatles saved the
kingdom of Pepperland from the
. Blue Meanies. It will be shown
October 19 at 7 p.m. Other films
throughout the quarter will
include Stagecoach with John
·Wayne, Rebecca with Lawrence
Olivier, Mel Brooks' The Twelve
Chairs and Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland -based on the Lewis
Carroll classic.
Because of the limited space in
the library, attendance ranges
between 60 and 70 people at the
free showings.
The series _is
designed to appeal to a variety of
movie-goers.
The ASC is co-sponsoring the
Classic Film Series on · campus
with Central's English department. The programs, which all
begin Sundays at 7 p.m. in Hertz
Hall, are classic international
films. Included are Germany's The

TONIGHT:
_ , ,

,

3 Penny Opera, Italy's Amarcord
and Sweden's The Magic Flute
which was directed by Ingmar
Bergman. Admission is $1 for
· single admission and $7 for the
series. Series tickets are available
at the SUB, CentrarBookstore, the
_English depa~ment, Jerrol's, Ace
Bookstore and Four Winds Book.store.
The ASC is also sponsoring their
own film series on Thursdays.
Gene Myers, films coordinator,
expects some of the quarter's
biggest draws will be The Rocky
Horror Picture Show, on October

25, Cheech and Chong's Up in
Smoke · on November 8, Ur.
Zhivago November 29 - and the
x-rated Deep Throat December
6. Admission charge is $1.25 and
showings begin ~t 3 p.m. with
other showings generally at 7 and
9:30 p.m.
·

Myers, who urges students to
suggest ideas for movies, secures
movies that he feels will appeal to
a broad audience. He reports that
he has already secured The China
Syndrome and Superman ·for
winter quarter.

"

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 North Main

925-5539

Th e Turn' 1.n g p o~·1·Inf! -, Hi
,

1

a warning that ._if the show went
on, a permanent refusal of their
cabaret license application would
exist .
OT emphasized their desire to
work with the city, not against
them. They have asked for the
city's support to assist in the
development of the arts by not
discouraging other private enterprises in town from organizing
programs similar to OT's Papa
John's. The point has been raised
by an interested party, however,
that the city cannot concede to
encouraging competition between .
licensed businesses and those
providing free showcase entertainment.
· According to the city manager,
the city council plans to meet
sometime in the future to review
many of the city ordinances. OT is
hopeful the cabaret license will be
altered so that businesses in
Ellensburg wishing to provide live
entertainment for the public at no
cost to either owners or public
may do so without the purchase of
the cabaret license.
One owner of Outrageous Taco
said a strong force exists in the
city council favoring the alternative suggested by OT, countering
those members preferring the
potential revenue.

MODERN DANCE CLASSES
ADULTS-WED. 7:30-8;30
JR. HIGH & HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS WED. 6:30
$12.00 MONTH

DANCERCTSE
GEi: IN SHAPE WITH AEROBIC DANCE •
. ENJOY THE BENEFITS OF JOGGINGBUT HAVE
THE FUN OF VIGOROUS DANCl'NGIN A CLASS
DESIGNED FOR PEOPLE WHO ARE MORE
INTERESTED IN SHAPING UP THAN IN DANCE
· TECHNIQUE.
OR _MON.,WED.7:30P.M.& THURS 7:00P.M.
MON., WED.& FRI. 9:00A.M.
CLASSES STARTING NOW
OTHER CLASSES OFFERED
BALLET FOR ALL LEVELS
COMBINATION '12BALLET & 'hTAP
FOR YOUNGER STUDENTS

.El lenslJUrfl

r

Christine Patterson, Director

Danee,Center
%.st <:J Rub31

96.Z·90.JJ

Showings- October 25

3,7,9:30
Special ·12 : 00 showing

ea..,_ Crier .
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Allthatglitters·•••
by Bick Capeloto

To: Charlie Haden
Re: The Golden Number
.
In these days of space (free, etc.)
jazz, one learns to expand the
cosmosity of one's ear. The .
ideology of jazz is supposedly the
expression of inner feelmgs which
are translated (through sound)
into musical licks, phrases, or
songs. Well, Charlie, either I've
misunderstood the above doctrine.
or your album is just plain lame
(ineffectual).
Don Cherry, with his L.S.D.
cum bebop trumpet phrases, is
constantly pulling us back into the
real world.
Don~s flute work
sounds as though he should whip
out h~s turban, diaper, and cobra
basket and go back to India.
Ornette Coleman, whose time _in
grade as a jazz honcho is almost
unequalled by any living person,
tends to get a little too free for iny
·.J.iking. What confuses me, though,
is that on the credits he's listed as
a trumpet man, but the picture has
him wearing his sax. Well then,
was that you or Archie? Speaki,ng
of Archie (Shepp), internationally
kno~n for his Van Gogh ("nobody
understands me") attitude, seems
to have stayed relatively the same
since his Black Gypsy album. His
Charlie Parker major sixth (ala
Eric Dolpy) high/low then back:
agains leave a lot of space out
there.
Hampton Hawes on keyboards
was the highlight of the whole
album. His chord voicings seemed
to jibe so very beautifully with his
masterfully chosen notes. It's a
shame he was only used for 6
(count 'em) minutes. To say that
there was a lack of unity (chords)
is an understatement.
And
Charlie, I don't see your picture.

..

·'Long·Run' ·
Comes up short

I would have to classify you as a
What do you look like? Are you
drawinsi board undersmLduate of
ugly?
the Yamaha school of music.Now:
. Speaking of Charlie Haden, let's it's no big deal that your hired
talk about his bass work. Charlie,' musician buddies are black. But
Charlie, Charlie, rm glad your knowing that you are white and
great grandparents aren't alive to the fact that there's no picture of
by Steve A. Jones
see this. In all the intervals and you makes me think that you are
chords you played I couldn't find 1 either not proud of your face or
Eagles fans have waited nearly
one that I wouldn't be able to play you're exploiting the bla~k side of three years for this album and
by tomorrow. Your relation to the jazz. Chuck, if everything gonna most of them will be severely
sounds of your peers was not what be so free, then don't charge for disappointed. The problem is. that
I would expect from a jazz man. your next album.
the album, Long Run is too
mellow. The Eagle~ have done
very successful mellow music in
the past, but this time the lyrics
are~'t good enough to carry the
music.
The entire first side is a good
cure for insomnia.
The second side contains the·
only decent songs on the album,
basically
local
history
having
to
do
by Tim Mitche~
with Kitt.itas County," said Nickel. Heartache Tonisz:ht and Those
Then comes disaster.·
Some of the displays are about the Shoes.
Teenage
Jail
sounds like some;T he Kittitas County Museum founding of Ellensburg, originally
thing from the old Black· Sabbath
called
"Robbers
Roost."
It
was
a
boasts of one of the finest petrified
days.
The band tries to get
wood and rock collections in the trading post, established by "heavy"-which isn't the Eagles'
Andrew
Jackson
Splawn.
Splawn
state.
style. The next song, The Greeks
Larry Nickel, curator of the sold the trading post in the year
Don't Want No Freaks, is
1872
to
John
A.
Shoudy,
the
museum said, "the Museum is
administered by the Kittitas nephew of Dexter Horton (founder downright repulsive, and I always
County Historical Society, which is of the Seattle First National thought the Eagles had more class
a non-profit company."
The Bank). Splawn also sold Shoudy than to sing about some guy
"barfing on his girlfrie~d's shoes".
Museum features the Rollinger 160 acres of land.
By the ·year 1873, according to
Rock and Mineral Collection,
which includes samples of gold and Nickel, John Shoudy had a
silver ore. The collection also townsite laid out, and in 1875 he
contains one of Washington's had the town plat recorded in what
finest displays of official gem- was then Yakima County, now
known as Kittitas County. Shoudy
petrified wood in the · state.
The Museum is housed in the named the town after his wife
Caldwell building. Listed on the Mary Ellen, hence Ellensburg.
Anyone wishing to visit the
National Register of Historical
Places, the Caldwell Building was Museum to see the collection and
It's a shame to see a band use its
erected in 1889, the same year that other artifacts, may do so between name to sell an album, which
Washington was granted state- the hours of 1-5 p.m., Monday seems to be the case here. Listhrough Saturday, or by appoint- tening to this charade I found
hood.
"The collections that we exhibit ment. For further information myself wondering: whatever
inside the Museum are what we write Box 265, Ellensburg, Wash- happened to the good old days of
call the Historical Collections, ington 98926 or call (509) 925-37,78. Desperado and. On the Border?

Rocks hailed 'gem-dandy'
in Mary Ellen's-burg

... but 'Motel'
checks out
Now this is more like it. As
always, Foghat has produced
another fine album, full of good
old-fashioned rock n' roll that
never seems to grow old.
Unfortunately, the album has
been overshadowed by other big
name releases thus far-which is a
shame because this album
shouldn't be overlooked.
Lonesome Dave and Rod Price
work the guitars into a frenzy
during several songs in the album,
traveling up the scales and down
the scales searching for the
ultimate guitar riff. They found it
in the title track Boogie Motel, a
powerful tune with fast-paced
guitar playing. Nervous Release is
just as good if not better.
It's refreshing to see at least one
band stick to it's guitars and keep on playing rock. With a lot of
bands turning mellow (or worse
· yet, disco). it sure is good to have
Foghat around.

****************************************************~**************************~

HOMECOMING '7.9
.. "YOU AND !U' TOGETHER
A ' NEW LOOK AT AN OLD FRIEND

:

...

•
•

•

~

•
•
••

BON FIRE AND PEP RALLY-Sponsored by ASC [Vacant Lot
behind Stu~ent Village]
·
.
· ·

•

3:00, 7:00 .and 9:30 p.m. ASC MOVIE-"Rocky Horror Picture
Show..-$1.50 SUB Theatre

.•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
~

•*
•

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 25TH

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 26TH

ASC CONCERT-"Mime and the Dancer"-$2 advance [SUB
Information Booth]. $3 at gate •

AFTER GAME OPEN HOUSE in Residence Halls

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 27TH

6:30P.M .

9P.M.
SWEECY HOMECOMING PARADE featuring the cheerleaders
and mascot, residence hall Boats, President Garrity, CWU alumni,
antique cars;· and marching bands. Floats judged by and awards
presented by Alumni for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place.

•*

11 :30-12:30P.M.

•
•
•
., •
•,.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BRUNCH-Holmes Dinning Hall meal ticket or $2.75 .

HOMECOMING PARADE ROUTE :

•

*lf:
•*

•
:.<

•
•

HOMECOMING FOOTBALL GAME-CWU va. WWU. Also,
don't forget to buy a football mW... Order at SUB Information
Booth.- They're large chrysanthemum corsages with ·red bow and
ribbon ~th "CWU" printed in gold lettering.
They're ·a
Homecoming football game tradition. Order one for a friend, your
mom, your wife, yourseU•.• $4.25 fSupply is limited, so order
early]

8 P.M.

•
••
•
•

.

1:30P.M ..

• .• * * * * * * * * *

HOMECOMING Dinner-SUB-$7 MENU: Cream of Asparagus
Soup, Shishkebab, Saffron rice, pita bread, sherbet .
Entertainment will be provided by Three Penney Players.

9:00P.M .
CASINO ROYALE AND ALL-COLLEGE DANCE-SUB
BallrooJD. and Theatre. Sponsored by Residence Hall Council and
ASC S3 Singles $5 Couples
"

•

II

•
•
•

•
•
•,.
•,.
,.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
'It

*
*
*1
!t

•
•*
•
•
••
.•

••
•
•
~

~

*
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•*
•
•
..•

••
••*
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Sports
Jock Talk

by Mike

Schellhorn

Can things get much wors~ for the Central football team? Coach
Tom Parry has to be wondering this after the latest development
in a series of events which have plagued the Wildcats this year.
. During last weekend's game at Oregon Tech, the Wildcats, who
own an 0-4-1 record this season, suffered the loss of quarterbacks
Jon Eagle and Ron Reid. The wee~ prior, in the game _against
Whitworth, the Cats lost the~ top signal caller, Gregg Wilbanks,
with a shoulder separation.
.. But that wasn't the only loss the Wildcats suffered last week:
·Ellensbilrg·, radio station KXLE has decided to drop from their
programming schedule of Wildcat football games for the
:r emainder of the season. ·The reason given is the lack of
sponsorship. The station couldn't continue to absorb the losses,
according to KXLE sports director Bruce Johnson.
The decision by KXLE to drop the Central football broadca~ts in
the middle of the season shows voor choice by personnel and
disrespect for the Central football team.
.
According to KXLE general manager ChrlS LeLande, the
station has not completely ruled out broadcasting "some of the
Central football games later in the season" and added that the
Central basketball team is a better proposition. "We do clear
.
expenses and make a little on it," said .LeLa!1de.
"Ridiculous," .is the only way to describe this outlandish move
being made by KXLE.
The impli,S!8tion here seems to me that KXLE doesn't want to
cover the football games for two reasons. Because it is not making
enough profit for themselves, and because Central has not won a ·
football game this season.
If KXLE makes money on the basketball broadcasts, which they
do then why can't these profits be used towards the football
pr~gram. Mr. LeLande's statement about m~ybe coverin.g the·
football team later in the year shows one thmg, KXLE is not
satisfied with the football team's winless record.
KXLE should feel some obligation of broadcastiong the Central
games. If the time can be given to broadcast the Ellensburg High
School football games and the out-of-town Washington Huskies,
then the time should be given to Central a.~hletics.
But with the bad comes the good. Central will at least be free of
the monotonous play-by-play calling of KXLE's Bruce Johnson.

Soccer team
still undefeated
Central's men's soccer club
improved its season record to 5-0
last Sunday with a come-frombehind 2-1 vict~ry over Gonzaga
University.
"Our team didn't play
that
well and we cannot put that
pressure on us to score in the
closing minutes of the match," said
Coach Chuck Hutayatchra; "But

all

our team showed a lot of character
coming back the way they did."
Timely goals by Tim Crawley
and Bob Storino helped the
Wildcats to stay on top of the
league standings with a 3-0 mark.
This weekend, the Wildcats will
be in Idaho for a Saturday game
against Northern Idaho C.C., and a
Sunday contest against the University of Idaho.

Cats buried by Owls
by Monte Carlon

The Central Wildcats opened
Evergreen Conference play with
their fourth setback in five
encounters, falling to the Oregon
Tech Owls by a score of 35-23 last
Saturday -afternoon in Klamath
Falls.
The Owls remained undefeated
while Central's season mark
dropped to 0-4-1.
After spotting the home team a
22-0 advantage in the first 30
minutes of play, the Wildcats
fought back to score 23 points of
their own the the second half.
"We lost two fumbles in our own
territory that definitely hurt us.
An offside penalty cost us a
touchdown. We started to hurt
ourselves again with the penalties.
We really put our~elves in a hole a
couple of times," Coach Parry
noted.
Quarterback Bryan Mitchell of
Oregon Tech accounted for all four
of his team's touchdowns. The
freshman scored three TD's on
short runs in the first half and
fired a 15-yard touchd()wn pass in
the second half.
The Wildcats failed to score in
the first half, but in the opening
minutes of the second half, senior
fullback Tom Scarsorie ran one in
from 2 yards out.
The Owls then put the game
away for good with a field goal and
a 15-yard Mitchell TD pass,
making the score 32-7 at the end of
the third quarter.
Central's biggest play of the
afternoon came early in the fourth
quarter when senior tailback·
Homer Barber rambled 61 yards
for a touchdown. Barber then
hauled in a Rick Reid pass for the
two-point conversion that pulled
Central within 17.
Except for Barber's long run,
the Wildcats had trouble moving
on the ground, picking up only 68
yards in the rushing department.
Oregon Tech, on the ott.er ·hand,

rolled up 238 rushing·)ards.
:Mounties' quarterback Chuck
Central's final TD came on a 1Melendez completed 26 of 50
6-yard pass from freshmen quart- : passes for 393 yards and three
er back Tom Haney to C.D. touchdowns. In five games, he has
Hoiness. Haney then connected ·connected on 91 of 180 attempts
-with Hoiness again on the for 1,302 yards and 12 TD's.
two-point conversion to close out
His favorite receivers are Steve
the scoring.
,
Dudley ·(30 receptions, 547 yards)
Senior tight end Chris Olsen led and Darryl Irvin (29 catches, 342
the Central receiving corps, 'yards).
Dudley leads the
pulling in three aerials for 73 yards .Evergreen Conference in touchwhile sophomore Dave Jaderland .1 down receptions with seven.
caught two passes for 28 yards. . After Saturday's game, Oregon
"Offensively, Chris Olsen played "College Coach Bill McArthur said
well for us. Defensively, Jim Dudley is the best receiver he has
Sullivan, Bill McQuire, Earl seen iu his 30-plus years of
Azeltine, Jay Zamzow, and Ron coaching.
He called the 6-3,
Gunner did a good job for us," 200-pound Southern Cal transfer a
Parry said.
definite pro prospect.
The Wildcats, still looking for
Eastern Oregon is 3-2 in the
their first win, will play host to season and 0-1 in league play. The
Eastern Oregon State College this Mounties have scored 156 points
Saturday afternoon at Tomlinson and have allowed 83 points.
Field. Central's second league
Central, meanwhile, has had
contest at home is slated to begin trouble defending against the
at 1 p.m.
pass. The Wildcats gave up seven
Eastern OreR"on comes into the TD passes in the season opener
contest with a season record of 3-2. J against Linfield, and have allowed
Parry feels the Wildcats will have an average of 156.6 yards
their hands full again this th:ough the air in five g~mes.
weekend.
; Wildcat opponents have gamed an
Remarked Parry, "They're an average of 381.6 yards in total
awful good team, personnel-wise. offense, the most in the league. ·
They're really a talented ballclub."
Offensively, Coach Tom Parry
The Wildcats, beginning a has been using three quarterthree-game homestand this week- backs. Gregg Wilbanks, the
end, is expecting an aerial show starter two weeks ago, missed :
from the pass-oriented Eastern Saturdats game with a shoulder.
Oregon State College Mounties, injury. That moved freshman Tom
Saturday.
Haney up _t~ the trayeli~g sq~ad
A week ago in a 35-33 loss and he combmed playmg ~ime w~th
against 9regon College, the starter Jon Eagle and Rick Reid.

I

.!Mr
iii:

UGL Y _BEAR TA VERN
Bring your hunger and thirst on do'Nn
SUNDAY: free pool
MONDAY/
TUESDAY: free popcorn
WEDNESDAY: free pool
FRIDAY/
SATURDAY:

TomScarsorie

Schooners 3 for $1.00
60 ~z. pitcher $1.75 until 7:00

FOOSBALL, 5 POOL TABLES, AIR HOCKEY,
5 PINBALL MACHINES
Oly, Hamms and Coors on tap
KEGS AND PONY KEGS TO GO

111

Hours 11-2 Mon.-Sat.
West 3rd

2-2 Sun.
925-4602

PAINTER-S PANTS
(By Bearbottoms)

rL

ARE HERE!

New shipment of James Jeans]
has arrived

9.2 5-4330

Free j.ean alterations

•
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Water polo tea_m. loses opener
by Kirk Findlay

Central's Water Polo team is
alive and splashing. Although it's
not officially attached to the school
-- operating much like the soccer
club -- it's limited to Central
students and graduates. And since
it's a club, it must finance and
, organize all its transportation, as
well as operate with a player
coach.
For those who are not familiar
~ with the sport, it is played in a
regulation size pool, each team
being composed of six players plus
a goalie. Tpere are two goals at
• each end of the pool, the object
being to score more goals than
their opponent in the four seven
minute quarters. Uniforms consist
t
of a swim suit and cap with the
players' numbers on them.
The team opened its season
Sept.
28 at Washington State by
1
downing the Cougars 12-8. Senior
player-coach Scott Shake led the
scoring, racking '1P five goals for
._ the winners. He was supported by
· Sophomore Pat McCarthey's three
tallies and junior Tim Mahafie's
two.
"I think the victory gave the
players a lot of confidence,"
commented player-coach Shake.
"It helps to start the season out on
1 a winning note."
The team then treked to
Portland to play three games in
two nights against powerful
' Portland State and Lewis and
Clark. The first game was a hard
fought loss for the Wildcats,
suffering a 12-10 setback at the
~ hands of PSU.
Shake, despite the loss, was

very pleased with the team's
overall performance. "Portland
State took second in the Northwest Invitational tournament last
year, so playing them tough,
shows we're very competiive this
year. We're a pretty young team,
and. I'm happy with the progress
our yuunger p1ayer~ cire makmg:·
The following morning the team
took Lewis & Clar~ to the well,
whipping them 17-9~....We played a
very strong, physical game, said
an excited Shake. We penetrated
well and took good percentage
shots as a tesult." The team then
returned to Portland State and
proceeded to run out of gas, losing
20-10. "People may not know it but
that much swimming in two days
takes a lot out of a person," said
Shake. "We were really drained
after playing so hard in the
morning, and playing such tough
teams makes it all the more
difficult." Keep in mind that we're
competing against teams that
recruit and have more money to
deal with, since. they're funded."
The following week in practice
the team worked a lot on
conditioning, as well as - hard
scrimmaging. The hard wo-rk
payed -off, as Central took the
University of Washington varsity
into two overtimes and a sudden
death before dropping a tough 8-7
decision.
"They were a very strong team
and just out-muscled us," Shake
said. "U of W got· on the
scoreboard first, and led 4-3 at
half. However, we came out firing
in the second half, forcing the
overtime periods. McCarthy headed up the scoring, accounting for
four of the teams seven goals.

Freshman Dave Holcomb sent the
game into overtime, scoring the
tying goal late in the fourth period.
Player-coach Shake noted that the
University has four graduates
starting for them which made it
tougher yet.
'
·
Central's next, and last home
game of the campaign will be this
Saturday, Oct. · 20, at Nicholson
Pavilion. A win over the Univ:er-

sity of Puget Sound would go a without a coach from the staff
long way towards a berth in the - here, swim coach Bob Gregson has
Northwest Invitational tourna- been working on conditioning with
ment in Oregon Nov. 9,10, and 11. the team the first half of each
practice. Most of the polo players
"We're improving so much from are also on the swim team, so a lot
week to week that I don't of the work is geared towards this
anticipate too much trouble area. Shake praised the Coach for
handling UPS," Shake said. "If we giving the team plenty of pool
play our game, we should come out time. The team also lifts weights
on top."
two times a week as part of their
Although the team operates conditioning.

WHERE'S THE BALL?-That appears to be
the question the Wildc~t and Husky water polo

Homer Barber
Barber scored the longest touchdown (61 yards)
run by a Wildcat this season during the Oregon Tech
game last week. Barber, a senior, finished the game
with 69 yards rushing on nine carries. The Cats were
defeated by Oregon Tech, 35-23.

teams are asking themselves.

Apparently,

HusJcl's fo~d tbe i,u first M f~Y. -,,on q,~
8-7 in double overtune.
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School record shattered

Women's X-country ,teani improves
course record.
She is only a freshman amt had without its problems according to
Laura Myers\i~:U6) was the never ran the course before.,
Boyungs. "A couple of the girls
,
next to cross in 11th place, 28 Boyungs · praised her, saY41g she are already down and we have the
The women s cross country _seconds in front of the record.
was a much improved runner with usual mid-season injuries" she
team broke three records andi COming in 18th was Jeri Watson a promising future.
explained, "Nothing serious so we
came ~n third pl~ce a~ the ~est~rn (18:29), still slightly ahead of the
should have the whole team ready
..
The
next
meet
in
Tacoma
will
Washington Umvers1ty Invitation- record which was set two years
in time for the District finals.
really
be
challenging,
a
lot
of
steep
al last Saturday.
ago by Amelia Redhorn(18:34). ·
hills and banks, .. . said watsoii.
The men's cross country team
Carmen Aguirre(17:t 4) was ihE·
"We had excellent performances
With th~· season coming to the will be idle until this weekend's
first to set a new school course bv~ the entire team after this past halfway point, Boyungs thinks her meet but that doesn't mean
record on the Lake Padden course weeks intensive training," said squad will continue to improve.
practice has slackened. , In fact, it's
that was good for third place, Central Coach Jan Boyungs.
'~We're fighting uphill right
just thP. O.PP.OSite.
trailing Seattle Pacific's Joan
Myers also mentioned touj(h now," she explained. "We~re train· "We're still into a ten-day '
Corbin(16:18) and Doris Brown training which helped her a lot. ing hard, trying to get ready for
intensive training period," explainHeritage(17:05) of the Sportswest She also thinks the course helped District. This next meet at
ed coach Spike Arlt, "It's a new
Trac!_ ~lub. ,.
her with time.
Tacoma will be the top. If we do approach that the whole team has
This was the second .meet in a
'~It ~eally is a nice course," she well, it will be all downhill after decided on."
_•
row that Aguirre has set a school said, "Lots of rolling hills' and that."
"We emphasize high demand
course record. At Fort Casey she: woods. It makes it easier to run."
- Th_e season, though, is not stress work" he continued, "We
wa~ 35 _ seCQ!ld$ .ahead of that
Watson also likes the course!

run through tough practices for
the first half of the week and rest
for the last half."
ln preperation for. the district
meet, Arlt has adjusted the
schedule, leaving out some of the
meets.
"We'll run the next couple of
meets and then rest the week or so
before District," he said. "Cross
country running is very demanding. We want . to be fresh and
strong for the District meett.
Strong physical condition is the
aim of the program said Arlt. "But
from what I've seen in our
previous meets, we've pretty ·
much achieved this. This program
should just strengthen it," he
concluded.
·

by Mike Bingham

'

JACK'S WE,EK OF CRAZINESS
311 N. PEARL. 925-1538

MONDAy NIGHT FOOTBALL - $2.00, EVERY TIME YOUR
TEAM SCORES -A T.D~ - FIELD -GOAL OR SAFETY YOU GEIA BEER!
TUESDAY -

LADIES NIGHT 25¢ SCHOO~ERS

WEDNESDA y I

I

FREE POOL .

THURSDAY - SKIMPIE
FRIDAy LIVE MUSIC

NIGHT - COME IN AND ASK

SATURDAY MORNINGS -

FREE POOL MORNINGS
BLADDER BUST AT 6:00 PM ( l 0¢ SCHOONER)

SUNDAY 4/$1.00WHEN SEAHAWKS OR SONICS
ARE TELEVISED

_____________________________________- t

. ~.p;;;...;;~;;..;.;....;..

Spikers win again ·

FOUR SEASONS
SPORT CENTER
I

Central;s volleyball team made
it three wins in a row by beating
Skagit Valley CC here last Friday
afternoon, 15-6, 15-9, 15-3.
The victory brought Central's·
season record to 8-6, while Skagit
Valley dropped to 4-3. The
university's next game is at home,
Tuesday against Gonzaga. Then
the Wildcats will play in their
second league tournament of the
year in Bellingham. They will face
Eastern Washington, ·ldaho, Boise
Sta~e, and Lew~s-Cla~k, all of
~horn .~oach Erhce Killo~n. co!!'s1ders ,ve~y tough competition.
Centr~l s flrst league tournament
was m Po~tl~nd last weekend
.
when they. fimshed 1-1.
. ~he, Wildcats w~r~ led m
IFrida~ s match bv lumor Kelly
\Manmon's all around play, (three

•

116 E. 4th 925-9134

THURS-FRI-SAT ONLY

SKI DEPT

SKI TUNE UP

~ki Boots ~ (last years) 30% OFF

Edge Sharp - P. Tex

Fiberfill' Coats

20% OFF '

G·eze Bindings

20% OFF

Sweaters

20% OFF

Car Racks

10% OFF

Hot Wax
(most skis)

$799

coupon
1-----~..-~~....----------1,__---------------------~-..
REG

SKI PK

ATHLETIC SHOES
Adidas-Nike-Puma:.
: · Converse-Brooks-etc.

1
1

Geze Bindings
Custom Mountings
SPEC 159 95

140°0
6500

: l 0%

l500
REG 220° 0

----------------

40%

TRAK Skis
TRAK Poles

15% OFF
15% OFF

TRAK Bindings

l 5'Yo OFF

TRAK Boots

15% OFF

EVEN A GREAT COT
CAN,.T SALVAGE

1

•
:

DAMAGED .HAIR
Ask now about a. .2& 1
. You need .us.

:

'

.I

/.

COUPON EXP. 10.20-79

TENNIS DEPT

'CROss ·coµNTRY
SKIS
Wax Skis

OFF

I .

kills, eight assists~ and nine ace
serves.) Besides Mannion, Killorn
had praise for spikers Lisa Martin,
Nancy Simpson, Cindy , Johns?n, '
and Debbie Leeper, who had five
or more kills apiece.
"We used the 6-2 offense in the
first and third games, and it really
worked well as indicated by ~he ·
scores," Killorn said. "By getting
Linda Lampers back into t.he
lineup next week, our front lme
will improve yet."
Thursday night, Central turned
back a strong Spokane Falls
squad, 8_15, 15-6, 15-4, 12-15, 15-10.
In that gaine, ·senior Lisa Martin
had 13 kills and fiye a·ces, while
Cindy j 0 hnson contributed eight
kills. The Cats beat Spokane 45-32
and had an 11-7 edge i,n aces.
·

!~~~~SSS~~~~~~~~~~~

----------------,

-{see clerks for other custom packages]

~ossignol Challenger

SPIKERS SET-Central volleyball team is shown here spiking
the ball against Spokane Falls cc. Cats defeated Spokane and
extended their winning str~ak to three.

ALL RACKETS

OFF

Patty -

L~ri

-

962-2550

Sharleen - Cheryl

30% OFF

I

Custom 'Stringing
(except gut)
30% OFF

corner of 3rd
& Sampson
HAIR DESIG!URS
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Catalog
1979"!80 FINANCIAL AID
APPLICATIONS

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

EXIT INTERVIEWS

If this your last quarter at
Central and you have received a
National Direct Student Loan, you
must make an appointment for an
exit interview. Call the Office of
Student Accounts, 963-3546, or go
·to the second floor of Mitchell Hall.

Applications for financial aid for
wint~.:- and spring 1979-80 are still
available in the Office of Financial
Aid, Room 209, Barge Hall.
CHRISTMAS IN MEXICO

The Central Alumni Association
is sponsoring a tour to Mazatlan
December 22-31 for $499. Faculty,
staff and students are welcome to
join alumni in thi~ ven~ure., If you
are interested, call the Alumni
Office ·soon, ~3-2752.

WINTER QUARTER STUDENT
TEACHERS AND OPTION "C"
STUDENTS

Please remember to sign up for
interviews with your off-campus
supervisors. The sign up sheet
will be posted tomorrow, October
19 in Black Hall across from Room
216. The deadline to sign up is
Thursday, November 1 at 12 noon.
The Supervisors will be here on
Frida!, November 2 in Grupe
Conference Center from 8:30 to ·
11:00 a.m.

BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS
CLUB

The second meeting of the
Business and Economics Club will
be held tonight in the SUB, Room
- 204, at 7 p.ni.
Future speakers and club
business will be discussed. Also, B
and E sliirts will be on sale at the I
meeting. All business majors are I
urged · to attend.
I
I
I
OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT
I
FINANCIAL AID
I
I
Students receiving financial aid

counting firm. Accounting majors
only.
The following firms will have · Oct. 25-Peat,
Marwick,
representatives at the Career Mitchell & Co., Seattle, Washing~
Planning & Placement Center to · ton. Accounting firm. Accounting
majors only.
interview interested candidates.
.Brochures are available. Sign-up
Oct. 30-First National Bank of
schedules are posted one week, to Oregon, Portland, Oregon. Manthe day before the arrival of the agement training program.
Banking and finance.
'
interviews on campus.
Oct. 30-Weyerhaeuser ComOct. 23-Electronic Data Sy- pany, Tacoma, Washington.
stems, Dallas, Texas. Technical Accounting &/or region operaoriented degrees-math, chem- tions. Accounting ·majors only.
Oct. 30-Puget Power Comistry, psychology-statistical, accom:iting, economics, business, pany, Bellevue, Washington.
management, computer science- Accounting majors only.
Nationwide.
Oct. 23-Boeing, Seattle, Washington. Business, technology &
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
accounting.
October 24-Metcalf, Hodges &
All students seeking employCo., Bellingham, Washington.
ment on campus, whether awardAccounting firm. Accounting ed work-study or regular student
majors only.
employment, must clear through
Oct. 24-Price Waterhouse & the Student Employment Office,
Co., Seattle, Washington.
Ac- Room 205, Barge Hall.

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY
ASSOCIATION MEETING

There will be a workshop on
residential heat mechanics sponsored by the Alternative Energy
Association, Tuesday, October 23
at 7:30 p.m. The workshop, first in
a series on intelligent energy
design, will be held at the
Community Savings and Loan
Building.
-

Red Cross

+

is counting

on

-------.- --------------.. -- --·------ ------... -- --- ----- --- ---,
963-3200

.

I

24 hours a

day~....

.winter quarter who will be
off-campus must make arrangements with the Financial Aid
Office, Barge 209, ·by December 1
and must provide verification of
the off-campus program and - an
off-campus address where checks
are to be mailed.

JOB SEARCH WORKSHOP
EDUCATION CANDIDATES

I

Job search workshops deal with
important considerations, and this
material is presented in three
different sessions, each lasting one
hour.
First day-Learn what skills
you have and how to find the job
you want.
Second day-Learn how to
develop an effective letter of
application and resume.
Third day-Learn how to handle
the 30-minute lifetime: the interview.
Mark these important dates 011
your calendar: October 30-31 and
November 1, 3-4 p.m., ShawSmyser 106.

Marriage, Divorce
Family and Friends

.
Common marital problems and
•1 how to handle them
Fighting fair in marriage
Parenting ·skills ·
Planning for children
Death of a marriage
Divorce
Dealing with the realities
of divorce
How to cope with a broken
marriage
Dating skills
Becoming independent from
parents
Things to consider in looking
for a mate
Friendship building
Helping a friend
Becoming open to others
Fighting constructively
Types of intimacy
Contracts in intimate relations
Example of contrac~ building

.

.

•·

962-9292

..
..
'

...
..
..

71
1

90
16

5

For information or appointment
with a professionat counselor phone
963-1391.

3

Alcohol

411
412

·

I

I
I

I
.I
I

Tape

COUNSELING CENTER

cwu

Early signs of an alcohol problem
Responsible decisions about
drinking
Dealing with alcoholic parents

SUE LOMBARD
ANNEX

Tape

I

I

Self- Improvement

478

Feelings
Sponsored by
COUNSELING
CENTER
and
AUXILIARY
SERVICES

160
161

479

Tape

30

Anxiety & ways to cope
Infatuation or love
How to· hand le tears
De~I ing with anger
Understanding jealousy
What is depression?
How to deal with depression
Depression as a I ifestyle
How to dea! with loneliness

Tape
300

Burglary prevention
(etirement

'~

.,

:,

18

49l
492
493
84
85
38

I
I
Tape I
37 · I
Relaxation exercises
Learning to accept self
44
Increasing self-awareness
34
Bui Id ing self-esteem and confidence 35
Self ·assertiveness
402
How to say 'No'
10
Expressing negative .thoughts
6
Dealing with constructive criticism
7·
The value of self-talk
36
What is therapy?-How to use it
61

SUGGESTIONS ON
HOW TO HELP
YOURSELF

Female sex roles - Chang.es and
stresses
39
Male sex roles - Changes and
stresse5
40
Physical intimacy
4
Female homosexuality
20
- 21
Male homosexuality
Dealing with frigidity
22
Dealing with impotency
23
Timing problems in male sexuality 24

Y,car after war. semester :
after semester. the
'
( ollegeMaster ·from
Fidelin· Union Life has
:
been tile most accepte.L
most popular plan on .
campuses all over Amenca.
Find out why.
Call the Fidelin· Union
CollegeMaster·
Field Associate
in your area:
'

BASIC MENTAL
HEALTH
INFORMATION

83

Tape I

Suicide
Recognizing suicidal potential
Helping someone who is suicidal
Death & dying
· Understanding grief
Coping with stress

81

.... I

Rick Sasaki

., ..

75
74
77
76.
82
80

I

Crisis

Call 963-3200 and ask to hear the
tape of your choice.

Tape

1

········~·······················~

I

70_ I
33

8
9
431
432
433

32

301

,ti

'

COllegeMaster ·
• • • •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ••••

•
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reacher 'saves' Central sinners
.

.

Who's going to hell these days?
Preacher Ray wo~ld have answered this question for anyone
confused on the matter. But who
is this preacher to jud~e?

Preacher Ray is an evangelist ·
ordained · by the Four Square
Church in Portland, Oregon. For
the past seven years, he's traveled
from campus to campus in

Washington, Oregon, and California, with an occasional stop in
Canada.
Major universities; such as
Berkley and the universities of

Oregon and Washington, are
included in h~ stops. Central,
Preacher Ray says, is on,e of his
favorite colleges to visit because
the welcome is warm.
Students witnessing his speech
October 10, may have found this
hard to believe.
"I expected
antagonism," said the preacher,
and antagonism he got. Once this
fiery man began his preaching,
little could stop him from pacing
about, Bible in one hand, pointing
an accusing finger at the audience.
One student asked, "You mean if
I'm not a Christian, I'm going tf:)
hell?" Ray replied bluntly that the
student would. How do students
react to such a profound statement? Obviously, they had mixed
feelings. "I don't think he knows
what he's talking about," came one
response. Another felt Ray was
simply relating facts found in the
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!
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GRAND OPENING
LITTLE JOE'S

i*

i

~

Litt Ie Joe·s "Special Burger
2-4oz. Patties - Cheese - Ham
- Bacon - Lettuce - Tom a to
on a Sesame ,Bun

E

Buy one - get one free ·

*~

*~
*~

*

**
**

i·*

*
:*
*~
*~
*
: Douglas honors college
** Mrs. William 0. Douglas visited

!
**
!

Sundaes: Hot Fudge or Choe.

*

·Buy ·one

!
*
**
:;*
!*
*

Central October 1 to dedicate the
honor's college named for her ·
husband.
In a public lecture, Mrs. Douglas
detailed some recent Supreme
Court decisions giving law enforcement agencies greater access to
information gathered by newspaper and television reporters and
conversely, limiting public media
representatives' access to pre-trial
hearings.
Sh~ ·emphasized that the U.S.
Constituion's First Amendment
insuring freedom of expression,
along with the rest of the Bill of
Rights, was designed to keep the
federal government out to the
lives of individual citizens.
Mrs. Douglas noted that recent
Supreme Court decisions have

**~
*
**
*~

get one free

10 11 Pepsi (sm)

*~
OCT· 24 & 25 Wed. & Thllrs.
.
*
t***************************************************

. 1- a

925-1111
.5:00 P.M.

2:00

A~M.

_;HINDERS~~~

. A HOT SANDWICH MADE ON FRENCH WITH ~ <( <(
MA YO, YOUR CHOICE OF CANADIAN BACON,_
WC) .
ROAST BEEF, OR VEGIE,, TOPPED WITH
Z
P IZZA CHEESE, COOKED AND GARNISHED - - W
1.J7ITH PICKLES, ONIONS, AND TOMATOES,
1
SERVEJJ WITH POTAT9 CHIPS
OWQ

>

oC>:iE

~ THE SANDWICH GORMETS DELIGHTci ~ :r.
m
o~~
~
HAPPY HOURS
0<(<
~ I -5

.25 SCHOONERS z:r.tMon-Fn $1.25 PITCHERS - .< (
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HARDCORES
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il

DAILY
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.

given the government easier
access to individuals and the data
they gather.
-"Increasingly, doctors, lawyers
and reporters are being compelled
to share with the government,
information that was previously
held to be privileged," she said.
. She challenged the audience,
"You have a duty to explore these
recent Court decisions. You may t
want the government to have easy
access to this kind of data, so you
may want to rewrite the First
Amendment."
"However, the people who
framed our constitution in the
eighteenth century, set up a
government that limited its own '
power to intervene in private
citizeps' lives," she concluded.

925-2222

SJ~LADBAR

~

Bible. "He's being straightforward and honest with us," he
said.
After the crowd dispersed, some
remained to discuss beliefs and
disbeliefs.
One couple even
invited him to dinner, but Ray was
off to Pullman for another
speaking engagement. But no
matter where Ray visits, some
students argue and some cheer.
He enjoys working with students
more than any other audience
because he says with the world
going like it is, he would like to
give the students something to
look forward to.
Ray spends four months out of
the year on the road. During the
remaining time, Ray lives with his
wife and four children in Portland.
Ray says - he finds the work
satisfying and at age 43, he "feels
great."
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SWEEPSTAKES
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TlilS
WEEKS
. WINNING
NUMBERS

Each order slip will include a Pizza Mia Sweepstakes number.
Every number will be dif~erent.
This Sweepstakes number is your personaliz ed key to at least
fifteen 1151 CASH prizes end over three thousand 13,000l food
prizes! Worth over $10,000 .
A minimum of twenty 120l winning numbers will appear in the
Campus Crier each 1:.sue. These numbers are drown from the pre·
vious week"s orders orid entries.
Prizes consist ot $100.00, $50 .00, $25 .00, oll size pizzas ond all
size grinders.
If all numerals of o published winn ing Sweepstakes number
exactly match your personal number from the order sl ip, you ore
o winner of a prize.
Here is how you clriim your Sweepstakes prize: Bring your order
slip to Pizza Mio to be confirmed. Drow from the Sweepstakes bowl
and redeem your prize.
If unoble ro cla im in per>cn. send your winning order slip to Pizza
Mia , 801 Euclid Woy, E:l :ensburg, Woshingtoo 98926. Be sure to
include your name and full moiling address so that your Sweep·
stokes prize may be mo iled to you without deloy.
No purchme necP.s~c:ry to participate. Anyone wishing . to participate may send o self -addressed . s'.omped envelo pe to F'1zzo Mia.
A personol number will be sent to that person by retu rn m_a il without charg e. Deadhne for "number requ est_s . w ill _be five days
prior to upcoming issue seri~s so_ that porltc1pant 1s. reasonably
sure of rece1v1ng his number in time for the new · series starting.
Limit one free number per family.

Brian
Denise
Steve
Dave
Jeff
Patty

Mona
Cheryl
Kevin
Rich
Terry
Doug

Nick
Greg
Paul
Steve
Ken
Scott

Bill

Winning numbers will be posted at Pizzo Mio following each issue
publication.

Roy
Sherry
Roger

All Sweepstakes winning nwmbers not. claimed by ten days will
be Qutomoticolly forfeited.

Vicki
RanJly

The Pizzo Mio shall not be responsible for cloims or requests for
numbers which do not arrive an time at proper designation_; nor
shall 1t be responsible far typographical errors whrch may inad·
vertently appear.

Stacy
Roger
Dave
Kelly

EmplOyees of Piz;o Mio and their immediate families ore excluded
from participation in thi' contest.

Pat

Dan

.

178288
179252
176635
176834
176819
176839
178106
176709
177988
179466
179460
176820
179317
179286
179334
177958
176857
178098
179321
176595
176874
176895
178188
178087
178163
178140
179467
176565
179498
179261

